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AGL Commentary November 2021  

This AGL Commentary discusses the current investment environment, credit conditions, tail risk 

concerns and strategies to immunize them, plus how best to measure ongoing absolute and 

relative investment performance. Assessing progress is integral to the confidence level of 

achieving investment goals but often not easy to do. As before, the discussion is in a subject 

format, and we take the perspective of the objectives, constraints and opportunity sets for long 

term institutional investors. We continue to recommend institutional tranche broadly syndicated 

loan (“BSL”) based solutions.  

Current environment 

What economic, capital market conditions and rate environment are we investing into? In the US 

we are clearly benefiting from an expansion albeit with the prospect of rising interest rates. As 

we are reminded repeatedly, GDP, and especially employment, remain below pre-Covid levels. 

Much “catch up” remains. This does not appear to be the late stage of the prior cycle that began 

after the 2009 recession. It never reached an overheated stage but was extinguished by Covid. 

Instead, we seem to be in the “up leg” of new cycle which may have many years of growth ahead. 

Significantly, Covid is causing all businesses, indeed everything, to change a little or a lot. An 

example of the former can be ordering in restaurants from QR codes instead of paper menus, 

and the latter the vacancy effects of partial or full remote work on the use and value of office 

buildings, and the service businesses around them. Businesses are adapting and embracing 

opportunities, and the scope of these changes is stimulating record levels of corporate M&A, 

including Private Equity investments. While equity prices are high, what are viewed as especially 

lofty valuations are mostly those of technology firms, and a few in particular. 

What about credit conditions? 

These are arguably the most constructive in a decade. Unprecedented fiscal and monetary 

liquidity injections have improved financial conditions at most levels of the economy. This is 

funding pent up demand for goods and services of all kinds, as social, business, and education 

interactions sporadically expand. The trend is upwards, and this spending is not accompanied by 

the higher levels of debt experienced in typical cyclical expansions, especially of consumers who 

are ¾ of the economy. 

In the BSL segment of Private Credit, which finances mostly private but also some public Large & 

Mid-Cap US companies, the increasing amount of M&A and LBO transactions is generating a 

record level of new financings. For example, October had $ 49 Billion of new issue BSLs which 
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increased the asset class outstandings to $ 1.3 Trillion. Significantly, the credit quality of this 

incremental BSL supply is generally good. While the M&A environment is extremely competitive, 

and purchase price multiples have risen, in most cases this has been financed by acquirors 

investing more equity. 

 

Source: LCD 

As a result, leverage, and specifically the senior and secured “loan to value” ratios of these new 

BSLs, is mostly attractive or adequate, and in any event similar to levels prevailing pre-Covid. The 

credit selections that fiduciaries make is of course key, and the universe in which to make choices 

is producing compelling opportunities. Indeed, the BSL investing landscape is the most attractive 

it has been in a decade. 

BSL credit spreads stable and returns attractive despite negligible rates component 

BSL risk adjusted returns have fluctuated somewhat over the past decade but have always been 

attractive, especially on a relative value basis compared to High Yield and Direct Lending (the two 

most adjacent asset classes). This continues to be the case, and average BSL all-in-spreads 

(including OID amortized over 3 years) continue to track long term averages. This is despite the 

fact CLOs, the largest investors in BSLs, have YTD issuance at a record level. Global liquidity 

increases the demand for CLO liabilities, especially appetite for CLOs AAAs from global banks 

which have record deposit levels. A key factor here is these have compelling relative value 

compared to securities with similar ratings (and the ratings are conservative, not inflated as was 

the case with mortgage and derivative securitizations pre-2007). Like the BSLs these finance, CLO 

liabilities are floating rate. This increased demand for BSLs by CLOs is especially noteworthy as 

these hold 65% of outstanding BSLs, and totaled $ 844 Billion at 10/31/21. This has elevated the 

investing capacity of CLOs, but this increased demand has been mostly offset, at the aggregate 
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level, by a greater supply of BSLs. While the attractive level of new issue all-in-spreads show signs 

of investor demand pressure, an approximate loan supply and demand balance has kept BSL 

spreads from compressing. This likely reflects both unprecedented levels of M&A and LBO driven 

supply, and the fact these are new loans which need to attract investor interest in crowded 

market conditions. These conditions are likely to continue absent exogenous shocks or policy 

error. 

If now is a good time to invest, what about Tail Risk, and should this be hedged? 

Most investors define Tail Risk to be caused by major economic and market driven downturns, 

and/or negative exogenous events like Covid. The financial crisis and 2009 recession had 

everything, a late cycle expansion and market excesses, plus the disastrous policy response to 

the Lehman crisis. The ensuing price collapse of investment prices (ex-Treasuries) created real 

value destruction if assets were liquidated, but most experienced “point-in-time” price declines 

that eventually recovered. With asset classes (meaning assets aggregated into portfolios, not 

individual assets) with high “reversion to mean” tendencies, hedging tail risk arguably is not cost 

effective. It can be viewed as a momentary panacea that reduces long-term absolute, cash on 

cash returns. 

However, those responsible for institutional investment governance are often not comfortable 

with investment performance measured principally by long term “absolute returns” (actual cash 

realized) that “even out” price volatility over time. They are mostly focused on market price 

performance, which their constituents and beneficiaries have come to expect defines returns, 

so-called “total return”, and which the financial media sensationalizes. The replacement of 

“earning” investment returns, by investing to realize price gains, which is arguably speculation, 

has been a seminal shift in the approach to savings. This has shortened investment performance 

horizons and put the performance focus on total returns, which largely reflect liquidation value, 

not future earnings potential. So trustees and board members are sensitive to “headline” price 

risk, which their beneficiaries expect to be avoided, and explained if not. While this is accepted 

as the “price of admission” for key asset classes like public equities, it stimulates demand for 

illiquid ones like Private Equity and Direct Lending with mark to model or self-marking valuations 

(in addition to specific investment attributes). It can also create avoidance of assets subject to 

underlying price volatility despite the opportunities they present long-term investors. 

Importantly, this proclivity can create demand for hedges and/or inefficient offsetting asset 

allocations (cash, Treasuries, etc.). 
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Tail Risk Immunization 

A useful approach to the nettlesome questions of volatility and hedging Tail Risk can involve an 

“and” versus an “or” approach to performance measurement. As context, in the banking world, 

the “or” is that assets held for sale (i.e. trading desks) use ‘”mark-to-market” accounting, versus 

hold to maturity assets (loan portfolios), which use accrual methodology that projects repayment 

net of projected losses, a “net par value” approach. The investment world uses primarily the 

former, which is a liquidation value. Evaluating investment performance would benefit using both 

“total return” and “absolute return” valuations. The real cash provided by the latter can 

counterbalance the “false negative” message that liquidation values provide if assets are not 

forced to be sold when prices drop precipitously. As the saying goes- “Cash is King”. 

 

Source: Barclays CLO Research, BAML CLO Research  

This approach can also involve increasing allocations to long-term cash yield strategies that 

benefit from volatility and assist stabilizing combined asset allocation performance over time by 

generating steady cash yields. As Tail Risk price events and impact on total return valuation 

periodically occur, and cannot be predicted, increasing allocations that generate absolute returns 

irrespective of price gyrations would stabilize overall performance. BSL based strategies are 

especially suitable to achieve this with the added benefit of a floating interest reference rate, 
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which is “match funded” if using leverage. This can be favorable portfolio positioning in an 

expanding economy with expectation of rising rates as cost pressures increase. 

Such Tail Risk immunization is predicated on “fortress like” preservation of invested capital and 

statistically reliable realization of returns. BSL portfolios, as we have commented in the past, do 

this several ways. First the asset class is not individual BSLs, but portfolios of them that have high 

diversification (300+ BSLs out of a universe of 1400, not concentrated portfolios such as 30). Each 

loan has an all-in-spread containing a premium for expected losses based on credit ratings (be 

these internal ones or public), which in aggregate produce excess returns after deductions for 

credit costs. The result is both protection of principal and stable net cash returns. Secondly, this 

protection can be augmented by designing and managing BSL portfolios to have as many 

idiosyncratic borrowers as possible, where unique characteristics make any individual BSL credit 

deterioration events random. This both reduces recessionary default “spikes” and minimizes 

intra-portfolio correlation, which serves to “flatten” any credit costs across time versus “at the 

same time”. An example of a random negative credit event that is not caused by recession, and 

has low cross portfolio correlation, is obsolescence risk, and there are numerous others. The 

opposite are businesses that need to exist irrespective of economic conditions. This is a rich topic 

which we are always keen to discuss. 

Won’t use of leverage reduce or eliminate these benefits? 

Most of the strategies we recommend, the assets being all BSLs, use leverage. In all cases it is 

“structured credit” debt, which is long-term with no mark-to market triggers, has long 

reinvestment periods where portfolio principal cash flows (repayments and sales) are reinvested, 

and has an option to refinance after short non-call periods to benefit from lower future debt 

costs should that occur (which is often as market prices and return targets fluctuate). More 

important than the optionality that dynamic investing provides due to long reinvestment periods 

(including investing when prices are “cheap”) and refinance-ability of fund liabilities, this type of 

debt magnifies the preeminent BSL characteristics of preserving capital and generating stable 

cash returns. Such leverage also magnifies the impact the asset manager can have, in addition to 

the asset class attributes. 

Counterintuitively, increased leverage, within limits, can provide increased portfolio 

immunization. There is an efficient frontier to leverage levels, as adding more debt decreases the 

equity component in the fund capital structure, and there is a point where the increasingly costly 

added interest expense reduces the net interest margin and thereby returns. CLOs, a proven fund 

structure with 9-11X leverage, define that frontier. 
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As CLO equity investors know and appreciate, the quarterly cash flows they receive are “front 

loaded” in the context of the investment’s lifespan. This reflects many factors including the 

asymmetric effects of reinvesting for many years at varying spread and price levels before 

repaying “locked-in” fund indebtedness. Also, many CLOs outperform the originally modeled 

target outcomes. These initial projections use market standards, which have static assumptions 

for default, recovery, loan prepayments, spreads, reinvestment prices, etc., which can be 

outperformed. The result in the early several years can be average annual cash distribution rates 

that exceed target return levels. This effectively is returning invested principal from the start of 

the investment. A statistic illustrating this is that since 2013, in the average annual vintage, CLOs 

distributed: 

 

• 30% of the initial investment by year 2 

• 44% by year 3 
BAML CLO Research / Intex 

As noted, these early distributions exceed target cash on cash return levels, and contain both 

income and principal. This can be seen as combining so-called Interest Only and Principal Only 

components, versus the usual separation of interest from principal repayments in separate 

contractual schedules. 

CLOs, which have a thick aggregate debt layer and relatively thin equity underneath, can 

experience variability to the equity “waterfall” (portfolio income net of costs including interest 

expense) cash distributions to the equity, as key variables (defaults, spreads, prices of new 

investments, etc.) interact differently over time. To achieve high stability of returns in addition 

to strong preservation of invested capital, an investor can opt for lower structured credit leverage 

(the asset investment model remaining the same). For this we recommend 2X or 3X leverage. 

As stated, the key difference between higher CLO leverage at 9-11X versus 2-3X is stability of cash 

flows and scalability. The latter experiences modest variation even in high stress scenarios due 

to the “thickness” (33% or 25%) of this junior capital layer. In addition to predictable returns, it 

is highly scalable due to simplicity and an easier capital markets securitization (placing one or two 

layers of debt with the deepest and cheapest pools of debt capital available versus the thinnest 

and most expensive). 

How best to measure ongoing performance / progress towards the goal? 

Fortunately for investors in BSL strategies whether utilizing leverage or not, there is copious data 

available on CLOs in Intex ™, which is analyzed and published by bank research. This includes 

both the asset and liability sides of these funds, and the former offers a broad and detailed 
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framework for assessing any BSL strategy. The data available is substantial, and the performance 

metrics featured in research are many. A shortcoming however is that average statistics can make 

portfolios that are different appear similar. For example, bar-bell strategies can have averages 

that resemble dissimilar BSL portfolios. There is also the challenge of “too much data and 

statistics”, so it is difficult to analyze in bulk due to sheer magnitude. How to integrate all of this, 

and rank order or weight key metrics into useful conclusions? Helpfully, one set of data is 

arguably the most important and easy to understand. This is the change in a BSL fund’s value 

relative to invested capital, especially equity. It is a running measurement of net aggregate 

purchase prices and disposition value (by repayment or sale) of all BSL investments. These “entry” 

and “exit” values are key determinants of performance, as it captures realized and unrealized 

gains and losses that affect levels of return, including during specific periods (such as recessions) 

and cumulative totals from inception to the present, plus at termination. This is the best way to 

measure “progress towards destination”, the latter being the target return, and the former a 

running calculation of the cumulative increase, or lack thereof, or decrease, of a BSL fund’s value 

relative to invested capital, especially equity. The CLO market calls this change in fund value “Par 

Build” which is measured both positively and negatively (i.e. loss as well as gain). 

Increasing a fund’s value / “Par Build” 

As noted, this is achieved by investing in BSLs priced below their ultimate disposition value via 

repayment or sale (the entry and exit value differential). Increasing fund value/Par Build 

generates three specific benefits for investors: 

1) Increases value of a fund’s portfolio net of incurred and potential losses 

• goal is cumulative Par Build in excess of cumulative credit costs 
2) Increases interest income 

• Producing more interest income from additional invested cash 
3) Creates ‘reserves’ for unpredictable credit events 

• Versus expected ones (e.g. “normal” recessions, etc.) are priced in credit spreads. 
Increasing fund value/Par Build consists of unrealized and realized gains 

• Unrealized gains (purchase below current secondary price) represent likely future realized 
gains as BSLs are repaid at par or sold above the purchase price 

• Realized gains (the loan is repaid or sold at a higher price) produces the added immediate 
benefit of investing the extra cash produced by the realized gain and locks in the increase 
in the fund’s value 
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Measuring progress to the goal is important for so many reasons, and in our judgment, this is the 

best metric to assess absolute and relative investment performance, but always in the context of 

other key measures, especially risk vs. return. 

As stated at the outset, we continue to recommend BSL based solutions. These can offer 

preservation of invested capital, scalability, annuity-like yields, plus rapid and continuous ability 

to deploy capital for short, medium or long-term durations. While interim price variability occurs 

in common with all liquid asset classes, for long-term investors this presents opportunities. 

Importantly, BSL based strategies generate continuous current cash yields, an absolute return, 

which complements other investment allocations. These are also floating rate so especially useful 

in a rising rate environment. Use of leverage magnifies these attributes and manager acumen. 

Dave Preston, AGL’s Head of Structured Credit Research, will be covering many of these and other 

subjects in AGL’s 3rd Live Interactive Virtual Seminar this Thursday Dec. 2 on “How to Immunize 

Portfolio Returns from Tail Risk”. We hope you join us. Please share your feedback with us on 

both this Commentary and the upcoming Seminar. 

Thank you for your interest. Best Peter 

 


